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ABSTRACT 

People can use credit cards for online transactions 
as it provides an efficient and easy-to-use facility. 
With the increase in usage of credit cards, the 
capacity of credit card misuse has also enhanced. 
Credit card frauds cause significant financial 
losses for both credit card holders and financial 
companies. In this research study, the main aim is 
to detect such frauds, including the accessibility of 
public data, high-class imbalance data, the changes 
in fraud nature, and high rates of false alarm. The 
main focus has been to apply the recent 
development of deep learning algorithms for this 
purpose. Comparative analysis of both machine 
learning and deep learning algorithms was 
performed to find efficient outcomes. A 
comprehensive empirical analysis has been carried 
out by applying variations in  the number of 
hidden layers, epochs and applying the latest 
models. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

          Credit card fraud (CCF) is a type of identity 
theft in which someone other than the owner 
makes an unlawful transaction using a credit card 

or account details. A credit card that has been 
stolen, lost, or counterfeited might result in .fraud. 
Card-not-present fraud, or the use of your credit 
card number in e-commerce transactions has also 
become increasingly common as a result of the 
increase in online shopping. Increased fraud, such 
as CCF, has resulted from the expansion of e-

banking and several online payment environments, 
resulting in annual losses of billions of dollars. In 
this era of digital payments, CCF detection has 
become one of the most important goals. As a 
business owner, it cannot be disputed that the 
future is heading towards a cashless culture. As a 
result, typical payment methods will no longer be 
used in the future, and therefore they will not be 
helpful for expanding a business. Customers will 
not always visit the business with cash in their 
pockets. They are now placing a premium on debit 
and credit card payments. As a result, companies 
will need to update their environment to ensure 
that they can take all types of payments. In the 
next years, this situation is expected to become 
much more severe.  

The goal of supervised CCF detection is to create 
a machine learning (ML) model based on existing 
transactional credit card payment data. The model 
should distinguish between fraudulent and non 
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fraudulent transactions, and use this information to 
decide whether an incoming transaction is 
fraudulent or not. The issue involves a variety of 
fundamental problems, including the system's 
quick reaction time, cost sensitivity, and feature 
pre-processing. ML is a field of artificial 
intelligence that uses a computer to make 
predictions based on prior data trends [1] 

                                 ML models have been used in 
many studies to solve numerous challenges. Deep 
learning (DL) algorithms applied applications in 
computer network, intrusion detection, banking, 
insurance, mobile cellular networks, health care 
fraud detection, medical and malware detection, 
detection for video surveillance, location tracking, 
Android malware detection, home automation, and 
heart disease prediction. We explore the practical 
application of ML, particularly DL algorithms, to 
identify credit card thefts in the banking industry 
in this paper. For data categorisation challenges, 
the support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised 
ML technique. It is employed in a variety of 
domains, including image recognition [25], credit 
rating [5], and public safety [16]. SVM can tackle 
linear and nonlinear binary classification 
problems, and it finds a hyper plane that separates 
the input data in the support vector, which is 
superior to other classifiers. Neural networks were 
the first method used to identify credit card theft in 
the past [4]. As a result, (DL), a branch of ML, is 
currently focused on DL approaches. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In the eld of CCF detection, several research 
studies have been carried out. This section 
presents different research studies revolving 
around CCF detection. Moreover, we strongly 
emphasize the research that reported fraud 
detection in the problem of class imbalance. Many 
techniques are used to detect credit cards. 
Therefore, to study the most related work in this 

domain, the main approaches can be categories, 
such as DL, ML, CCF detection, ensemble and 
feature ranking, and user authentication 
approaches. 

 

SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING 
APPROACHES 

 

ML has many branches, and each branch can deal 
with different learning tasks. However, ML 
learning has different framework types. The ML 
approach provides a solution for CCF, such as 
random forest (RF). The ensemble of the decision 
tree is the random forest [3]. Most researchers use 
the RF approach. To combine the model, we can 
use (RF) along with network analysis. This 
method is called APATE [1]. Researchers can use 
different ML techniques, such as super-vised 
learning and unsupervised techniques. 

 

DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES 

 

DL algorithms are useful, including the 
convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm, 
and more algorithms are deep belief networks 
(DBNs) and deep autoencoders; these are 
considered learning methods. They have numerous 
layers of processing data, illustration learning and 
classification of a pattern [7], [15]. The objective 
of deep-learning is to study artificial neural 
networks. 

 

The training technique of the deep belief network 
is often considered the effective primary case of 
deep architecture training. Traditional ML 
algorithms, such as SVM, DT and LR, have been 
extensively proposed for CCF detection [3]. These 
traditional algorithms are not very well suited for 
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large datasets. A CNN is a DL method; it can 
deeply relate to three-dimensional data, such as 
image processing. This method is similar to the 
ANN; the CNN has the same structure hidden 
layer and a different number of channels in each 
layer in addition to special convolution layers. The 
idea of moving filters through word convolution is 
linked to the data that can be used to capture the 
key information and automatically performs 
feature reduction. Thus, the CNN is widely used in 
image processing. The CNN does not require 
heavy data pre-processing for training. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

the main aim is to detect fraudulent transactions 

using credit cards with the help of ML algorithms 
and deep learning algorithms. This study makes 
the following contributions: 

Feature selection algorithms are used to rank the 
top features from the CCF transaction dataset, 
which help in class label predictions. 

The deep learning model is proposed by adding a 
number of additional layers that are then used to 
extract the features and classification from the 
credit card farad detection dataset. 

To analyse the performance CNN model, apply 
different architecture of CNN layers. 

To perform a comparative analysis between ML 
with DL algorithms and proposed CNN with 
baseline model, the results prove that the proposed 
approach outperforms existing approaches. 

To assess the accuracy of the classifiers, 
performance evaluation measures, accuracy, 
precision, and recall are used. Experiments are 
performed on the latest credit cards dataset. 

ML Method 

EXTREME LEARNING METHOD 

 The extreme learning method (ELM) is a neural 
network  for classification, clustering, regression 
and feature learning.  It can be used with one or a 
multilayer of unseen notes.  Parameters of unseen 
nodes are tuned. The weights of the  output are 
hidden nodes learned in a single step. This is the  
essential amount that is needed to properly learn a 
linear  model. 

 

DL Method 

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 
(CNN) 

 CNNs, also acknowledged as Conv-Nets, contain 
multiple  layers and are mostly used for processing 
images. Object  detection is widely used for image 
processing and classification, estimating time 
series and detecting differences.  

 Layers in the CNN Model: Here are six distinct 
layers in  the CNN model: 

 1) Input layer 

 2) Convo layer (Convo ReLU) 

 3) Pooling layer 

 4) Fully connected layer (FC) 

 5) SoftMax/logistic layer 

 6) Output layer 

 Input Layer: The input layer in the CNN model 
incorporates CSV data. Text data is characterized  
by three dimensional matrices, which should be 
reshaped into one  column. 

Convo Layer: The convo layer is occasionally 
known as the feature extraction layer since the text 
features are extracted  within this layer. 
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Pooling Layer: The pooling layer is used to 
decrease the  spatial capacity of the input text after 
convolution. The layer  can use two layers of 
convolution. If we put a fully connected  layer 
after the Convo layer with out first including a 
pooling or  max pooling layer, then it will be 
computationally expensive,  which we do not 
want. 

SoftMax/Logistic Layer: The SoftMax or Logistic 
layer is the final layer of the CNN. It is placed 
after the FC layer and is used for binary 
classification. Logistic is used, and SoftMax is 
used for multi classification. 

 

Output Layer: The output layer holds the label, 
which is in the procedure of one-hot encoding. 
Hence, we have a better understanding of CNN. 
We implement a CNN in Keras.  

Modules 

Service Provider 

 

In this module, the Service Provider has to login 
by using valid user name and password. After 
login successful he can do some operations such 
as           

Login, Browse and Train & Test Credit Card Data 
Sets, View Trained and Tested Datasets Accuracy 
in Bar Chart, View Trained and Tested Datasets 
Accuracy Results, View Prediction Of Credit Card 
Fraud Detection ,View Prediction Of Credit Card 
Fraud Detection Ratio, Download Predicted Data 
Sets, View Credit Card Fraud Detection Ratio 
Results, View All Remote Users. 

 

View and Authorize Users 

In this module, the admin can view the list of users 
who all registered. In this, the admin can view the 

user’s details such as, user name, email, address 
and admin authorizes the users. 

 

Remote User 

In this module, there are n numbers of users are 
present. User should register before doing any 
operations. Once user registers, their details will 
be stored to the database.  After registration 
successful, he has to login by using authorized 
user name and password. Once Login is successful 
user will do some operations like   REGISTER 
AND LOGIN, PREDICT CREDIT CARD 
FRAUD DETECTION TYPE, VIEW YOUR 
PROFILE. 

4. CONCLUSION 

CCF is an increasing threat to financial 
institutions. Fraud-sters tend to constantly come 
up with new fraud methods. A robust classifier can 
handle the changing nature of fraud. Accurately 
predicting fraud cases and reducing false-positive 
cases is the foremost priority of a fraud detection 
system. The performance of ML methods varies 
for each individual business case. The type of 
input data is a dominant factor that drives different 
ML methods. For detecting CCF, the number of 
features, number of transactions, and correlation 
between the features are essential factors in 
determining the model’s performance. DL 
methods, such as CNNs and their layers, are 
associated with the processing of text and the 
baseline model. Using these methods for the 
detection of credit cards yields better performance 
than traditional algorithms 
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